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 LIBRARY - Circulation Procedure 

 

 
Books and other publications can be checked out from the circulation counter. Books are issued for 2 

months, bound volumes of journals for 3 days and current issues of journals and reference books overnight. 

Journals will not be issued out (on loan) to non-academic staff. In exceptional situations additional 

borrowing facilities may be allowed if such requests are approved by the competent authority. Books can be 

called back during the loan period, if there is demand from another user. Consecutive renewals of any 

particular copy of a bound journal by the same borrower over a long period of time may not be allowed. 

However, a book may be re-issued to a borrower if there is no demand for it from other members. The 

documents issued should be returned on or before the due date. Fines are incurred @ Rs.2/- per week for 

books after a grace period of one week, Re.1/- per day for bound volumes of journals, current journals and 

reference books. The library generally issues overdue notices, but failure to receive such a notice is not 

sufficient reason for non-return of overdue books or journals etc. 

 

The fine structure for the late return books and documents are as follows: 

 

1. Reference Books and Loose issues of Journals: These documents will be issued overnight/day 

time only. If the book is returned on the next day by 11.30 AM, there is no fine. After that each day 

or part thereof will be charged @ Rs.1.00. 

 

2. General Books: This document will be issued for 2 months plus one-week grace period. Thereafter 

for delay of each additional week or part thereof fine will be charged  @ Rs.2.00 

 

3. Bound Volumes of Journals: Bound volumes issued for 3 days and after that fine will be charged 

@ Rs.1.00 per day. 

 

4. Non-Book material (CD-ROM, Floppy, Microfiche and On-line): These electronic documents are 

issued on request basis to faculty members. The same can be accessed only in the Library 

Electronic Cabin. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The library connects us with the insight and knowledge, painfully extracted from Nature, of the greatest minds that ever 
were, with the best teachers, drawn from the entire planet and from all our history, to instruct us without tiring, and to 
inspire us to make our own contribution to the collective knowledge of the human species. I think the health of our 
civilization, the depth of our awareness about the underpinnings of our culture and our concern for the future can all be 
tested by how well we support our libraries.  
—Cosmos  
Carl SAGAN 
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AGRICULTURE 

                                                                   

1  Future of Indian agriculture: Technology 

and institutions / edited by Nilabja Ghosh and 

C.S.C. Sekhar.-- New Delhi: Academic 

Foundation, 2013.  263 p.                        

ISBN : 9788171889761.                                     

338.10954 G55F Q3           46738  

 

 
 

Book Description: The last decade and half 

has been marked by deceleration in India’s 

agricultural growth, agrarian crisis and food 

and livelihood security issues. This book 

provides an insightful  analysis of the various 

dimensions of these problems. The authors and 

panelists, of national and international repute, 

have provided a rich analysis of all the major 

aspects-technology, markets, natural resources, 

climate change, institutions and policy 

framework. The book should be immensely 

useful to researchers, scholars, policymakers 

and all those interested in Indian agriculture. 

 

**Agriculture ; Agriculture-Economic 

aspects-India ; Agriculture innovation ; 

Agriculture and state-India-Congresses 

 

BANKS AND BANKING 

                                                                   

2  Banking the world: Empirical foundations 

of financial inclusion / edited by Robert Cull, 

Asli Demirguc-Kunt, Jonathan Morduch.-- 

Cambridge: MIT Press, 2013.  vi,511 p 

ISBN : 978-0-262-01842-5.                                 

332.1091724 C89B Q3           46806    

 

Book Description: About 2.5 billion adults, 

just over half the world's adult population, lack 

bank accounts. If we are to realize the goal of 

extending banking and other financial services 

to this vast "unbanked" population, we need to 

consider not only such product innovations as 

microfinance and mobile banking but also 

issues of data accuracy, impact assessment, risk 

mitigation, technology adaptation, financial 

literacy, and local context. In Banking the 

World, experts take up these topics, reporting 

on new research that will guide both policy 

makers and scholars in a broader push to 

extend financial markets. The contributors 

consider such topics as the complexity of 

surveying people about their use of financial 

services; evidence of the impact of financial 

services on income; the occasional negative 

effects of financial services on poor 

households, including disincentives to work 

and over indebtedness; and tools for improving 

access such as nontraditional credit scores, 

financial incentives for banking, and 

identification technologies that can 

dramatically reduce loan default rates. 

** Banks and banking ; Finance ; Financial 

institutions ; Finance-Developing countries 

CAPITAL MARKETS 

                                                                   

3  Macroeconomic and markets in India: 

Good luck or good policy / edited by Ashima 

Goyal.-- London: Routledge, 2012.  ix,173 p.   

ISBN : 978-0-415-69017-1.                                 

332.041 G74M Q2           46799 
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Book Description: India was one of the better 

performers after the global financial crisis, and 

has done well despite opening out in a period of 

great international volatility. This book asks if 

this was due to luck or to good management. 

How much did macroeconomic policy 

contribute and did it do as much as it could 

have, on a reform path that was not standard? 

Are there any lessons from the Indian 

experience for the rest of the world? Senior 

Indian policy economists, market participants, 

and researchers address these interesting and 

important questions. 

There are those who think financial reform has 

gone too fast - relaxations in foreign borrowing 

norms exposed firms to external shocks. 

Volatile capital flows impacted markets, 

although more liberalization of risk-sharing 

equity compared to debt flows, was effective in 

reducing domestic risk. But there are also those 

who think reform was too slow - choking 

financial development: many markets and 

instruments that could improve domestic 

financial intermediation and reduce risk were 

held back. Analysis suggests policy was able to 

find the correct timing, pace and combination 

of reforms and of caution, but improvement is 

always possible. Luck and inherent strengths of 

the economy helped absorb both policy 

mistakes and external shocks.  
 

** Capital markets ; Finance ; Monetary 

policy ; Macroeconomics ; Interest rates 

 

CLIMATIC CHANGES 

                                                                   

4  Fiscal policy to mitigate climate change: A 

guide for policymakers / edited by Ian W.H. 

Parry, Ruud de Mooij, Michael Keen.-- 

Washington: IMF, 2012.  xx,198 p.         

ISBN : 978-1-61635-393-3.                                 

363.738746 P24F Q2           I1614 

 

 

Book Description: Efforts to control 

atmospheric accumulations of greenhouse 

gases that threaten to heat up the planet are in 

their infancy. Although the IMF is not an 

environmental organization, environmental 

issues matter for the organization's mission 

when they have major implications for 

macroeconomic performance and fiscal policy. 

Climate change clearly passes both these tests. 

This volume provides practical guidelines for 

the design of fiscal policies (carbon taxes and 

emissions trading systems with allowance 

auctions) to reduce greenhouse gases. Not only 

are these instruments potentially the most 

effective at exploiting emission reduction 

opportunities in the near and longer term, but 

they can also generate for many countries a 

valuable new source of government revenue. 

The chapters, written by leading experts, 

explain the case for fiscal policies over other 

approaches; how these policies can be 

implemented; reasonable levels for emissions 

prices; policies for the forest sector; appropriate 

policy for developing countries; the most 

promising fiscal instruments for climate 

finance; and lessons to be drawn from prior 

policy experience. This is essential reading for 

policymakers in finance and environment 

ministries in developed and developing 

countries alike, and others grappling with 

balancing environmental and development 

concerns.  

** Climatic changes ; Greenhouse gas 

mitigation-Government policy ; Carbon 

dioxide mitigation-Economic aspects ; Carbon 

taxes ; Emissions trading ; IMFD 
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CORRUPTION 

                                                                   

5.  Williams-Elegbe, Sope                                       

Fighting corruption in public procurement: A 

comparative analysis of disqualification or 

debarment measures / by Sope Williams-

Elegbe.-- Oxford: Hart Publishing Ltd, 2012 

xlix,306 p.                                               

(Studies in international law).                           

ISBN : 978-1-84946-020-0.                                 

364.1323 W67F Q2           46788 

 

 
 

Book Description: This book examines the 

issues and challenges raised by the debarment 

or disqualification of corrupt suppliers from 

public contracts. Implementing a 

disqualification mechanism in public 

procurement raises serious practical and 

conceptual difficulties, which are not always 

considered by legislative provisions on 

disqualification. Some of the problems that 

may arise from the use of disqualifications 

include determining whether a conviction for 

corruption ought to be a pre-requisite to 

disqualification, bearing in mind that 

corruption thrives in secret, resulting in a 

dearth of convictions. Another issue is 

determining how to balance the tension 

between granting adequate procedural 

safeguards to a supplier in disqualification 

proceedings and not delaying the procurement 

process. A further issue is determining the 

scope of the disqualification, in the sense of 

determining whether it applies to firms, natural 

persons, subcontractors, subsidiaries, or other 

persons related to the corrupt firm and whether 

disqualification will lead to the termination of 

existing contracts. The book compares and 

contrasts the legal, practical, and institutional 

approaches to the implementation of the 

disqualification mechanism in the US, the UK, 

the EU, the Republic of South Africa, and the 

World Bank. (Series: Studies in International 

Law - Vol. 42) 

 

** Corruption ; Public procurement ; Anti-

Corruption ; European union    

 

CUSTOMS DUTY 

                                                                   

6.  Jain, R.K.                                                  

Customs law manual 2013-14 / by R.K. Jain.--

ed. 47-- New Delhi: Centax Publications Pvt. 

Ltd., 2012.  Misc p.      

ISBN : 81-7588-423-6.                                     

336.260202 J19C Q3           DS46745    

 

 
 

Book Description: This book reveals the 

amendments proposed in the Customs Act, 

1962 and Customs Tariff Act 1975 by the 

Finance Bill 2013. Provisions pertaining to 

appeal, revision, appellate Tribunal rules, 

notifications and orders are also describes in-

depth. Introduction to Customs Law and 

Procedures has been updated and enriched. 

 

** Customs duty    

 

7.  Jain, R.K.                                                  

Customs tariff of India 2013-14 / by R.K. 

Jain.--ed. 54-- New Delhi: Centax 

Publications Pvt. Ltd., 2013.  V.1:     

1336 1456; V.2: vii,1457-2168 p.                          

2Vs.: V.1: Customs duty rates & exemptions; 

V.2: Anti-dumping, safeguard, additional 

duties & commodity index.  

ISBN : 81-7588-422-9.                                     

336.2602654 J19C Q3.1-2(R)           DS46743-

DS46744    
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Book Description: The book demonstrates the 

Rules for Interpretation, General Exemptions 

and Import Tariff. It also provides us with the 

Customs Tariff of India of all the ASEAN tariff 

levels which further divided into the gradual 

reduction in rates of custom duties. Separate 

annexures for Anti-dumping Duties and 

Safeguard Duties with their notifications are 

also included. 

 

** Customs duty 

 

ECONOMETRICS 

                                                                   

8  Martin, Vance                                               

Econometric modelling with time series: 

Specification, estimation and testing / by Vance 

Martin, Stan Hurn, David Harris.-- Cambridge: 

CUP, 2013.  xxxv,887 p.        

(Themes in modern econometrics).                          

ISBN : 978-0-521-13981-6.                                 

330.015195 M36E Q3           46802 

 

 
 

Book Description: This book provides a 

general framework for specifying, estimating, 

and testing time series econometric models. 

Special emphasis is given to estimation by 

maximum likelihood, but other methods are 

also discussed, including quasi-maximum 

likelihood estimation, generalized method of 

moments estimation, nonparametric estimation, 

and estimation by simulation. An important 

advantage of adopting the principle of 

maximum likelihood as the unifying framework 

for the book is that many of the estimators and 

test statistics proposed in econometrics can be 

derived within a likelihood framework, thereby 

providing a coherent vehicle for understanding 

their properties and interrelationships. In 

contrast to many existing econometric 

textbooks, which deal mainly with the 

theoretical properties of estimators and test 

statistics through a theorem-proof presentation, 

this book squarely addresses implementation to 

provide direct conduits between the theory and 

applied work. 
 

** Econometrics ; Econometric models ; Time 

series analysis ; Linear regression models ; 

Nonlinear regression models ; Nonparametric 

estimation ; Hypothesis testing 

 

 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

                                                                

9 Central America, Panama, and the 

Dominican Republic: Challenges following 

the 2008-09 global crisis / edited   

by Marco Pinon and ...[et al.].-- Washington: 

IMF, 2012.  xi,268 p.                                                 

ISBN : 978-1-61635-378-0.                                 

330.9728 P65C Q2           I1610    

 

 

Book Description: Central America, Panama, 

and the Dominican Republic coped well with 

the global financial crisis of 2008-09. The 

impact was generally less severe and shorter 

lived than in previous episodes, the balance of 

payments adjustment was orderly, and the 
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stability of the financial system was not 

compromised. This resilience can be attributed 

to a large extent to the strengthening of the 

fiscal frameworks, monetary management, and 

financial reforms conducted in the years 

preceding the global crisis. Nevertheless, the 

region faces considerable challenges for the 

period ahead, including the need to raise 

medium term growth above historical levels 

and protect macroeconomic and financial 

stability. This book argues that meeting these 

challenges will have to come from within, in 

light of the anticipated modest demand growth 

from trade partners. Raising growth in the 

region will depend on the adoption of structural 

reforms that generate substantial productivity 

gains. Rebuilding fiscal space and securing 

debt sustainability will hinge on efforts to 

increase tax revenue and reorienting spending 

to social and investment priorities. In the non-

officially dollarized economies, it will also be 

essential to strengthen the monetary policy 

frameworks to keep inflation low and increase 

exchange rate flexibility, and improve financial 

regulation and supervision.  

** Economic conditions ; Global financial 

crisis ; Central america ; Financial crisis ; 

Fiscal policy ; Monetary policy Banks and 

banking-State supervision-Central america 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

                                                                   

10  Debroy, Bibek                                               

Economic freedom of the states of India 2012 

/ by Bibek Debroy and...[et al.].-- New Delhi: 

Academic Foundation, 2013.  93 p.                          

ISBN : 978-81-7188-991-4.                                 

338.954 D34E Q3           46798   

 

 

Book Description: The Economic Freedom of 

the States of India 2012 report demonstrates the  

significant differences in economic governance 

that exist in India. It thus has focused attention 

on state-level reforms to improve growth. The 

index is based on the Fraser Institute's 

Economic Freedom of the World report. This 

year's survey also features chapters on the state 

of Punjab's long decline and India's urgent need 

for reform in agriculture and the labor market. 

** Economic development ; Economic policy ; 

Agriculture and state ; Free enterprises ; 

Economic surveys 

 

11  Fabrizio, Stefania                                          

Managing global growth risks and commodity 

price shocks: Vulnerabilities and policy 

challenges for low-income countries / by 

Stefania Fabrizio.-- Washington: IMF, 2012, 

xii,73 p.        

Strategy, policy and review department.                   

ISBN : 978-1-61635-377-3.                                 

338.91723 F11M Q2           I1616 

 

 

Book Description: As part of its work to help 

low-income countries manage volatility, the 

IMF has developed an analytical framework for 

assessing vulnerabilities and emerging risks 

that arise from changes in the external 

environment. This paper draws on the results of 

the first vulnerability exercise for low-income 

countries conducted by the IMF staff using this 

new framework. It focuses on the risks of a 

downturn in global growth and of further global 

commodity price shocks and discusses related 

policy challenges. Chapters review recent 

macroeconomic developments, including the 

spike in global commodity prices in early 2012; 

assess current risks and vulnerabilities, 

including how a sharp downturn in global 

growth and further commodity price shocks 

would affect low-income countries; and discuss 

http://www.cato.org/economic-freedom-india/Economic-Freedom-States-of-India-2012.pdf
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policy challenges in the face of these risks and 

vulnerabilities.  

** Economic development ; Economic 

conditions ; Economic policy ; Economic 

development-Developing countries ; Prices ; 

IMFD 

 

12  India policy forum 2011-12 / edited by 

Shekhar Shah, Barry Bosworth, Arvind 

Panagariya.-- New Delhi: Sage Publications, 

2012.  xx,276 p.                            

V.8                                                       

ISBN : 978-81-321-0973-0.                                 

330.954 Sh2I Q2           46728    

 

 
 

Book Description: The objective of this annual 

publication is to generate theoretically rigorous 

and empirically informed research on current 

and unfolding issues of Indian economic 

policy. This book—the 8th volume in the 

series—presents a collection of papers 

presented in the 8th India Policy Forum 

Conference held on July 12–13, 2011 in New 

Delhi. Comments and discussions on each 

paper have also been included.  

IPF, Volume 8, 2011–12, in particular, 

addresses issues related to the scope, speed, and 

desirability of economic reforms in India and 

their fundamental impact on the country’s 

social and economic welfare. It deals 

specifically with issues related to health 

policies, public expenditure, inflation with 

respect to food prices, and state ownership of 

Indian banking sectors. 

 

**Economic development ; Public expenditure ; 

Inflation Food subsidies ; Health 

 

 

 

13  United Nations Development Programme          

Human development report 2013: The rise of 

the south: Human progress in a diverse world 

/ United Nations Development Programme.-- 

New Delhi: Academic Foundation,  

2013.  ix,202 p.                                          

ISBN : 978-93-327-0010-9.                                 

330.9 Un3H Q3           46792  

 

Book Description: The 21st century is 

witnessing a profound shift in global dynamics, 

driven by the fast-rising new powers of the 

developing world. China has overtaken Japan 

as the world’s second biggest economy, lifting 

hundreds of millions of people out of poverty 

in the process. India is reshaping its future with 

new entrepreneurial creativity and social policy 

innovation. Brazil is raising its living standards 

by expanding international relationships and 

antipoverty programmes that are emulated 

worldwide. 

But the “Rise of the South” is a much larger 

phenomenon. Indonesia, Mexico, South Africa, 

Thailand, Turkey and other developing 

countries are becoming leading actors on the 

world stage. The 2013 Human Development 

Report identifies more than 40 developing 

countries that have done better than expected in 

human development in recent decades, with 

their progress accelerating markedly over the 

past 10 years. 
 

** Economic development ; Human 

development ; UNDP 

 

ECONOMIC HISTORY 

                                                                   

14  Reinert, Erik S.                                            

How rich countries got rich...and why poor 

countries stay poor / by Erik S. Reinert.-- New 

Delhi: Anthem Press,  2008.  xxix,365 p.                                  
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ISBN : 978-1-84331-333-5.                                 

330.9 R27H P8           46790   

 

 
 

Book Description: How Rich Countries Got 

Rich is a narrative history of modern economic 

development from the Italian Renaissance to 

the present day. In it Erik S. Reinert shows how 

rich countries developed through a combination 

of government intervention, protectionism, and 

strategic investment. Reinert suggests that this 

set of policies in various combinations has 

driven successful development from 

Renaissance Italy to the modern Far East. Yet 

despite its demonstrable success, orthodox 

development economists have largely ignored 

this approach and insisted instead on the 

importance of free trade. Reinert presents a 

strongly revisionist history of economics and 

shows how the discipline has long been torn 

between the continental Renaissance tradition 

on one hand and the free market theories of 

English and later American economics on the 

other. He argues that our economies were 

founded on protectionism and state activism 

and could only later afford the luxury of free 

trade. When our leaders come to lecture poor 

countries on the right road to riches they do so 

in almost perfect ignorance of the real history 

of mass affluence. 

** Economic history ; Globalization ; 

Economic development 

 

15  Routledge handbook of modern economic 

history / edited by Robert Whaples and 

Randall E. Parker.-- London: Routledge 

, 2013.  xvi,352 p.                                       

(Routledge handbooks).                                    

ISBN : 978-0-415-67704-2.                                 

330.9 W55R Q3(R)           46794   

 

 
 

Book Description: The Routledge Handbook 

of Modern Economic History aims to introduce 

readers to important approaches and findings of 

economic historians who study the modern 

world. Its short chapters reflect the most up-to-

date research and are written by well-known 

economic historians who are authorities on 

their subjects. 

Modern economic history blends two 

approaches – Cliometrics (which focuses on 

measuring economic variables and explicitly 

testing theories about the historical 

performance and development of the economy) 

and the New Institutional Economics (which 

focuses on how social, cultural, legal and 

organizational norms and rules shape economic 

outcomes and their evolution). Part 1 of the 

Handbook introduces these approaches and 

other important methodological issues for 

economic history.  

The most fundamental shift in the economic 

history of the world began about two and a half 

centuries ago when eons of slow economic 

change and faltering economic growth gave 

way to sustained, rapid economic expansion. 

Part 2 examines this theme and the primary 

forces economic historians have linked to 

economic growth, stagnation and fluctuations – 

including technological change, 

entrepreneurship, competition, the biological 

environment, war, financial panics and business 

cycles.  

Part 3 examines the evolution of broad sectors 

that typify a modern economy including 

agriculture, banking, transportation, health 

care, housing, and entertainment. It begins by 

examining an equally important "sector" of the 

economy which scholars have increasingly 

analyzed using economic tools – religion. Part 

4 focuses on the work force and human 

http://www.constablerobinson.com/images/book/large/9781845298746.jpg
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outcomes including inequality, labor markets, 

unions, education, immigration, slavery, 

urbanization, and the evolving economic roles 

of women and African-Americans.  

The text will be of great value to those taking 

economic history courses as well as a reference 

book useful to professional practitioners, policy 

makers and the public.  
 

** Economic history ; Economics ; Economic 

growth ; Labor force ; Handbooks   

 

ECONOMIC POLICY 

                                                                   

16  Reddy, Y.V.                                                 

Economic policies and India's reform agenda: 

New thinking/ by Y.V. Reddy.-- New Delhi: 

Orient Blackswan private Limited, 2013.  

xvi,275 p.                                

ISBN : 978-81-250-5051-3.                                 

338.954 R24E Q3           46787   

 

 
 

Book Description: Has the still-threatening 

global financial crisis really signaled the 

weaknesses of Economics, the scientific 

discipline as we know it? This question has 

inspired a volume of essays from Y. V. Reddy. 

Navigating through the debates between 2010 

and 2012 on the continuing global financial 

crisis, Economic Policies and India s Reform 

Agenda: New Thinking reflects the confidence 

of the former central banker who steered the 

nation s banks to safer waters. Reddy seeks a 

change in economic thought and policy-

making. Arguing for a three-fold shift in the 

discipline, he calls for broadening the focus of 

policy-makers, improvisation in the tools 

employed by economists and an emphasis on 

empirical evidence. This new thinking , he 

says, will contribute to India s accelerated 

development. New Thinking addresses three 

concerns of economic thought for a developing 

economy: public policy after the crisis, the role 

of the financial sector in development, and the 

lessons learnt from world economies. Novel in 

approach, this volume critically examines India 

s development strategies and suggests a 

redefining of the role of the financial sector in 

accelerating development. The author s 

observations on other developing economies 

and analyses of the diverse uncertainties enable 

a comprehensive understanding of the influence 

of global factors on the reform agenda for 

India. Reddy s New Thinking is built on 

experience that is gifted with foresight and 

understanding of theory. His language is fluid, 

his ideas objective, his prescriptions visionary. 

This collection will inspire debates, and 

encourage fresh perspectives on attaining the 

desired growth rate in India. As it addresses a 

readership committed to developments in the 

Indian economy, his analyses are certain to 

question some popular convictions on the 

country s economic thought and policies. 
 

** Economic policy ; Economic development ; 

Finance-India 

 

EMPLOYMENT 

                                                                   

17  Pankaj, Ashok K.                                            

Right to work and rural India: Working of the 

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 

Employment Guarantee Scheme(MGNREGS) 

/ edited by Ashok K. Pankaj.-- New Delhi: 

Sage Publications, 2012.  xxi,383 p.                      

ISBN : 978-81-321-0899-3.                                 

331.011 P19R Q2           46729   

 

 
 

Book Description: The Mahatma Gandhi 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act is 

the first of its kind in the world wherein the 

government guarantees rights-based economic 
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safety net for two-thirds of the country’s 

population. This comprehensive book is an 

attempt to understand the working of the 

operational part of this act—the Mahatma 

Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee 

Scheme (MGNREGS).  

The expert contributors to this book have 

presented evidences of implementation and 

impact of the scheme across India, including 

both agriculturally developed states and the 

backward ones, and states where the scheme is 

better implemented as well as those where it is 

not. Their essays go on to explain the meaning, 

context, issues and development-policy 

implications of MGNREGS. In the process, 

these theoretical and empirical studies highlight 

the desirability of state-sponsored programme 

in the era of liberalization and provide viable 

answers to question pertaining to the timing 

and purpose as well as the likely impacts of 

such a massive wage employment and public 

works programme as the MGNREGS.  

This volume offers an insight into the changing 

thrust of India’s anti-poverty programme and 

her experiments with various employment 

schemes.  

** Employment ; Mahatma Gandhi national 

rural employment guarantee scheme 

(MGNREGS) ; Manpower policy ; Job 

security ; Right to labor ; Rural poor ; 

Guaranteed annual income-India     

 

ENERGY 

                                                                   

18  International Energy Agency                                 

World energy outlook 2012 / International 

Energy Agency.-France: IEA, 2012.  668 p.                 

ISBN : 978-92-64-18084-0.                                 

333.79 In8W Q2           46796 

 

 
 

Book Description: Industry and government 

decision-makers and others with a stake in the 

energy sector all need WEO-2012. It presents 

authoritative projections of energy trends 

through to 2035 and insights into what they 

mean for energy security, environmental 

sustainability and economic development. 

Oil, coal, natural gas, renewables and nuclear 

power are all covered, together with an update 

on climate change issues. Global energy 

demand, production, trade, investment and 

carbon dioxide emissions are broken down by 

region or country, by fuel and by sector.  

Special strategic analyses cover 

-What unlocking the purely economic potential 

for energy efficiency could do, country by 

country and sector by sector, for energy 

markets, the economy and the environment. 

-The Iraqi energy sector, examining both its 

importance in satisfying the country’s own 

needs and its crucial role in meeting global oil 

and gas demand. 

-An examination of the cost of delaying action 

on climate change. 

-The water-energy nexus, as water resources 

become increasingly stressed and access more 

contentious. 

-Measures of progress towards providing 

universal access to modern energy services. 

There are many uncertainties; but many 

decisions cannot wait. The insights of WEO 

2012 are invaluable to those who must shape 

our energy future. 

 

** Energy ; Natural gas ; Power sector ; 

Climate change ; Energy efficiency ; Energy 

projections 

 

 

 

http://www.iea.org/w/bookshop/add.aspx?id=433
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ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS 

                                                                   

19  Sengupta, Ramprasad                                         

Ecological limits and economic development: 

Creating space / by Ramprasad Sengupta.-- 

New Delhi: OUP, 2013.  xxvi,365 p.                                               

ISBN : 978-0-19-808165-4.                                 

333.7 Se5E Q3           46664 

 

Book Description: The relationship between 

human civilization and nature is complex. It 

has been exacerbated in the present times by 

the continued transformation and utilization of 

predominantly exhaustive resources to attain 

economic prosperity. This book provides a 

comprehensive analysis of the role of 

ecological constraints in limiting development, 

and examines how this can be overcome in a 

sustainable manner. Combining a behavioural 

analysis of resource dynamics with normative 

policy discussions of their sustainable use, it 

explores the linkages between the biosphere 

and economic systems. 

The book engages with a wide range of 

contemporary development issues, both at the 

conceptual as well as at the applied level, 

especially in the Indian context: 

• How policies can address expansion of scale 

due to ecological limits and the issue of 

equitable sharing of resources 

• The role of scientific knowledge, technology, 

social norms, and culture in creating and 

expanding the space for economic development 

• The interactive dynamics of population, 

economic growth, and use and distribution of 

major natural resources—land and soil, water, 

forests, biodiversity, energy, and non-energy 

resources 

• The issue of global warming and climate 

change 
 

** Environmental economics ; Ecology ; 

Economic development-Environmental 

aspects ; Sustainable development ; Land use 

; Water resources ; Forests ; Biodiversity ; 

Energy ; Climate change   

 

20  Ackerman, Frank                                             

Climate economics: the state of the art / by 

Frank Ackerman and Elizabeth A. Stanton.-- 

London: Routledge 2013.  ix,187 p.                              

(Routledge studies in ecological economics 

27).           

ISBN : 978-0-415-63718-3.                                 

363.73874 Ac5C Q3           46807   

 

 
Book Description: Climate science paints a 

bleak picture: The continued growth of 

greenhouse gas emissions is increasingly likely 

to cause irreversible and catastrophic effects. 

Urgent action is needed to prepare for the 

initial rounds of climatic change, which are 

already unstoppable. While the opportunity to 

avert all climate damage has now passed, well-

designed mitigation and adaptation policies, if 

adopted quickly, could still greatly reduce the 

likelihood of the most tragic and far-reaching 

impacts of climate change. 

Climate economics is the bridge between 

science and policy, translating scientific 

predictions about physical systems into 

projections about economic growth and human 

welfare that decision makers can most readily 

use but it has too often consisted of an overly 

technical, academic approach to the problem. 

Getting climate economics right is not about 

publishing the cleverest article of the year but 

rather about helping solve the dilemma of the 

century. The tasks ahead are daunting, and 

failure, unfortunately, is quite possible. Better 

approaches to climate economics will allow 

economists to be part of the solution rather than 
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part of the problem. This book analyzes 

potential paths for improvement. 

 

** Environmental economics ; Climatic 

Changes ; Greenhouse gas mitigation-

Economic aspects ; Economic theory ; Public 

policy    

 

EXCISE DUTY 

                                                                   

21  Jain, R.K.                                                  

Central excise law manual 2013-14 / by R.K. 

Jain.--ed. 56-- New Delhi: Centax 

Publications Pvt. Ltd., 2012.  Misc  

ISBN : 81-7588-424-3.                                     

336.2710954 J19C Q3(R)           DS46747    

 

 
 

Book Description: This book presents the 

budget edition of 2013-14. It also covers the 

amendments, various changes in the excise law 

& central excise rules and many more. 

 

** Excise duty   

 

22  Jain, R.K.                                                  

Central excise tariff of India 2013-14: With 

commodity index / by R.K. Jain.--ed. 65-- New 

Delhi: Centax Publications Pvt. Ltd., 2012.  

1312 p.                    

ISBN : 81-7588-421-2.                                     

336.2710954 J19C Q3(R)           DS46746 

 

 

Book Description: The book of the Central 

Excise Tariff incorporates all changes made till 

date. Provision of effective duty rates in the 

Schedule itself with footnotes has been 

describes by several users and therefore, the 

same format is retained in this book. 

 

** Excise duty 

 

FINANCIAL CRISES 

                                                                   

23  Tarapore, S.S.                                              

Commentary on India's recent financial 

policies / by S.S.Tarapore.-- New Delhi: 

Academic Foundation, 2013.  334 p. 

ISBN : 978-81-7188-966-2.                                 

332.0954 T17C Q3           46797        

 

 
 

Book Description: This book provides a 

commentary on recent financial policies 

covering macroeconomic perspectives, 

monetary-fiscal policies, external sector 

policies, particularly exchange rate 

management and gold. The collection would be 

of interest to the general reader with broad 

interest in financial policies as also 

policymaker, opinion makers, banks and 

financial institutions, academics and students of 

finance. 

 

** Financial crises ; Global financial crises ; 

Monetary policy ; Fiscal policy ; Banks and 

banking 

 

24  How emerging Europe came through the 

2008/09 crisis: An account by the staff of the 

IMF's European department / edited by Bas 

B. Bakker and Christoph Klingen.--          

Washington: IMF, 2012.  xx,328 p.                         
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ISBN : 978-1-61635-381-0.                                 

332.094 B17H Q2           I1612   

 

 

Book Description: Emerging Europe was 

particularly hard hit by the global financial 

crisis, but a concerted effort by local 

policymakers and the international community 

staved off impending financial meltdown and 

laid the foundations for renewed convergence 

with western Europe. This book, written by 

staff of the IMF's European Department that 

worked on the region at the time, provides a 

unique account of events: the origins of the 

crisis and the pre-crisis policy setting; the crisis 

trigger and the scramble to avoid the worst; the 

stabilization and recovery; the remaining 

challenges; and the lessons for the future. Five 

regional chapters provide the analytics to put 

events into perspective. Dedicated chapters for 

all 19 countries of the region dig deeper into 

the idiosyncrasies of each economy and 

provide extensive economic data. A final 

chapter distills the lessons from the overall 

regional experience and the wide intraregional 

diversity. Taken together, they make this book 

an indispensible reference for economic 

scholars of the region and beyond.  

** Financial crises ; Global financial crisis ; 

Europe ; IMFD 

 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

                                                                   

25  Financial management in the public 

sector / edited by Justin Marlowe and David 

S.T. Matkin.-- London: Sage Publications 

Ltd., 2013.  V.1: xxxv,314; V.2: vi,383;     

V.3: vi,358; V.4: vi,385 p.                               

(Sage library of the public sector).                      

 

ISBN : 978-1-4462-5589-6(set of four 

volumes).            

352.4 M34F Q3.1-4(R)           46808-46811     

 

 
 

Book Description: The study of public 

financial management is essential to improving 

the practice of public management and to our 

understanding of the politics and organization 

of public institutions. As a study of the practice 

of public management, the literature of public 

financial management closely scrutinizes 

developing trends and standards in various 

areas of expertise, such as budgeting, 

accounting, and taxation. As a study of politics 

and organization of public institutions, the 

literature of public financial management 

examines the salience of financial resources 

and their management in the allocation and use 

of political authority.  

This four-volume set aims to address the 

sophistication and breadth of issues in this fast-

developing area of study, bringing together 

seminal works on both practice-centric research 

and research that speaks to broader public 

management concerns. Above all this major 

work represents an invaluable resource which 

can be used to educate readers toward the 

practice and institutional effects of public 

financial management 
 

** Financial management ; Public sector ; 

Public finance Public administration ; Budget   

 

FOOD SECURITY 

                                                                   

26  Mukherjee, Amitava                                          

Food security in Asia / by Amitava 

Mukherjee.-- New Delhi: Sage Publications, 

2012.  xxi,391 p.                    

 

javascript:;
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ISBN : 978-81-321-0906-8.                                 

338.195 M89F Q2           46727   

 

 
 

Book Description: As one of the major 

challenges of the 21st century, food security 

requires nations to maintain food production at 

appropriate levels, provide potable water, and 

at once, ensure access of people to such food 

and water. Food suppliers also need to ensure 

year-long supply of food at optimum price and 

of high quality, both for needy and for 

discerning customers.  

Food Security in Asia provides a 

comprehensive analysis of the critical 

dimensions of food security in various 

countries of Asia. It compellingly argues that 

food insecurity is a complex phenomenon that 

requires a comprehensive response 

encompassing, inter alia, increasing food 

production, expanding economic and social 

access to food, special access to food for 

disadvantaged groups and, most importantly, 

breaking down the gender-based barriers to 

accessing food. 

The book discusses the major governmental 

policies in relation to the communities’ 

responses. While highlighting the pressure 

exerted by climate change and world 

population growth, it also propounds ideas that 

would help in making informed policy choices.  

 

** Food security ; Food security-Asia ; Food 

supply 

 

FOREIGN TRADE REGULATION 

                                                                   

27  Trebilcock, Michael                                         

Regulation of international trade / by Michael            

Trebilcock, Robert Howse, Antonia Eliason.— 

ed. 4-- London: Routledge, 2013.  x,948 p.                        

ISBN : 978-0-415-61090-2.                                 

343.087 T72R Q3           46805   

 

Book Description: Drawing on a wide variety 

of classic and contemporary sources, respected 

authors Trebilcock and Howse here provide a 

critical analysis of the institutions and 

agreements that have shaped international trade 

rules. In light of the growing debate over 

globalization, they include special sections 

examinations of topics such as: 

* agriculture 

* services and trade-related intellectual 

property rights 

* labor rights 

* the environment 

* migration. 

*competition 

Drawing on previous highly praised editions, 

this comprehensive text is an invaluable guide 

to students of economics, law, politics and 

international relations. Now fully updated, this 

fourth edition includes full coverage of new 

developments including the Doha trade round, 

the proliferation of preferential trade 

agreements, the debate on trade, climate change 

and green energy, the response of the trading 

system to the 2007-2010 financial and 

economic crisis, the controversy over trade and 

exchange rate manipulation, and the growing 

body of WTO dispute resolution case law.  
 

** Foreign trade regulation ; International 

trade ; Trade agreements ; Trade policy                                 
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HEALTH CARE 

                                                                   

28  Getzen, Thomas E.                                           

Health economics and financing / by Thomas 

E. Getzen.—ed 5-- NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 

2013.  xxvii,468 p.            

ISBN : 978-1-118-18490-5.                                 

362.1 G33H Q3           46803   

 

 
 

Book Description: Getzen's 5th edition of 

Health Economics and Financing is a primer 

for the economic analysis of medical markets 

that engages the central economic issues of the 

health economics and financing field. It 

provides principles and concepts of health 

economics rather and limited research methods, 

use of attribution, footnotes and references. 

Furthermore, this edition offers a strengthened 

macro section along with additional material on 

the ACA (Health Reform) as it is such a 

relevant topic today.This book draws upon the 

work of many scholars, but in keeping with its 

design as a primer for introducing students to 

the principles and concepts of health economics 

rather than its literature and research methods, 

the use of attribution, footnotes, and references 

is purposely limited. 
 

** Health care ; Economics, Medical ; Health 

care reform Health insurance ; Health policy   

 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

                                                                   

29  IDFC Foundation                                             

India infrastructure report 2012: Private 

sector in education / IDFC Foundation.-- New 

Delhi: Routledge, 2013 xxxviii,267 p.                                            

ISBN : 978-0-415-83721-7.                                 

380.1406054 In3I Q3           46793 

 

 

 

Book Description: Today, India’s education 

sector remains a victim of poor policies, 

restrictive regulations and orthodoxy. Despite 

being enrolled in schools, children are not 

learning adequately. Increasingly, parents are 

seeking alternatives through private inputs in 

school and tuition. Students are dropping out 

from secondary school in spite of high financial 

returns of secondary education, and those who 

do complete it have inferior conceptual 

knowledge. Higher education is over-regulated 

and under-governed, keeping away serious 

private providers and reputed global institutes. 

Graduates from high schools, colleges and 

universities are not readily employable, and 

few are willing to pay for skill development. 

Ironically, the Right to Education Act, if 

strictly enforced, will result in closure of 

thousands of non-state schools, and millions of 

poor children will be left without access to 

education.  

Eleventh in the series, India Infrastructure 

Report 2012 discusses challenges in the 

education sector — elementary, secondary, 

higher, and vocational — and explores 

strategies for constructive change and 

opportunities for the private sector. It suggests 

that immediate steps are required to reform the 

sector to reap the benefits from India’s 

‘demographic dividend’ due to a rise in the 

working age population. 

Result of a collective effort led by the IDFC 

Foundation, this Report brings together a range 

of perspectives from academics, researchers 

and practitioners committed to enhancing 

educational practices. It will be an invaluable 

resource for policymakers, researchers and 

corporates. 

 

http://www.coursesmart.com/9781118184905/id0002
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** Infrastructure ; Education ; Elementary 

education ; Secondary education ; Higher 

education   

 

INTERNATIONAL TAX LAW 

                                                                   

30  Bammens, Niels                                              

Principles of non-discrimination in 

international and European tax law / by Niels 

Bammens.-- Netherlands: IBFD, 2012.  

xx,1130 p.                                         

(IBFD doctoral series 24).                                

ISBN : 978-90-8722-159-1.                                 

341.75 B21P Q2           46770   

 

 
 

Book Description: The principle of non-

discrimination plays a vital role in international 

and European tax law. This dissertation 

analyses the interpretation given to that 

principle in tax treaty practice and in the direct 

tax case law of the Court of Justice of the 

European Union (ECJ) on the fundamental 

freedoms. The objective of this analysis is 

twofold: to give a clear and thorough overview 

of both standards and to determine whether 

they share a common, underlying principle of 

non-discrimination. In order to achieve these 

objectives, a comprehensive selection of case 

law is discussed from the perspective of the 

two constitutive elements of discrimination, 

comparability and the existence of different 

treatment. Moreover, attention is drawn to the 

question whether a domestic measure that is 

found to be discriminatory may nevertheless be 

justified on the basis of reasons of public 

interest. 

Finally, the possible interplay between both 

standards is addressed. First, the partial overlap 

of the two non-discrimination rules may cause 

frictions. Complex triangular situations are 

possible, with conflicting rules giving rise to 

interpretation problems. A second issue 

discussed in this context is whether national 

courts of EU Member States are influenced by 

ECJ case law on the fundamental freedoms 

when interpreting the non-discrimination 

provision in tax treaties. Given the deficiencies 

of that provision, courts may be tempted to 

draw inspiration from the European standard. 

The relevant case law is discussed in order to 

determine whether there is indeed such an 

influence, and whether such an influence is 

appropriate. 

 

** International tax law ; European tax law ; 

Foreign ownership 

 

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE               

                                                                   

31  Koltay, Tibor                                               

Abstracts and abstracting: A genre and set of 

skills for the twenty-first century / by Tibor 

Koltay.-- UK: Chandos Publishing, 2010.  

vii,227 p.                             

(Chandos information professional series).                

ISBN : 978-1-84334-517-6.                                 

025.4028 K83A Q0           46789   

 

 
 

Book Description: Abstracts remain useful in 

the digital world. Highly beneficial to 

information professionals and researchers who 

work and publish in different fields, this book 

summarizes the most important and up-to-date 

theory of abstracting, as well as giving advice 

and examples for the practice of writing 

different kinds of abstracts. 

 

** Abstracting; Indexing; Library and 

information science   
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32  Baeza-Yates, Ricardo                                        

Modern information retrieval: The concepts 

and technology behind search / by Ricardo 

Baeza-Yates and Berthier Ribeiro-Neto.--ed. 

2-- England: Addison Wesley, 2011.     

xxx,913 p.                                                

ISBN : 978-0-321-41691-9.                                 

025.04 B14M Q1           46748 
 

 
 

Book Description: This is a rigorous and 

complete textbook for a first course on 

information retrieval from the computer science 

perspective. It provides an up-to-date student 

oriented treatment of information retrieval 

including extensive coverage of new topics 

such as web retrieval, web crawling, open 

source search engines and user interfaces.  

From parsing to indexing, clustering to 

classification, retrieval to ranking, and user 

feedback to retrieval evaluation, all of the most 

important concepts are carefully introduced and 

exemplified. The contents and structure of the 

book have been carefully designed by the two 

main authors, with individual contributions 

coming from leading international authorities in 

the field, including Yoelle Maarek, Senior 

Director of Yahoo! Research Israel; Dulce 

Poncele´on IBM Research; and Malcolm 

Slaney, Yahoo Research USA. 

This completely reorganized, revised and 

enlarged second edition of Modern Information 

Retrieval contains many new chapters and 

double the number of pages and bibliographic 

references of the first edition, and a companion 

website www.mir2ed.org with teaching 

material. It will prove invaluable to students, 

professors, researchers, practitioners, and 

scholars of this fascinating field of information 

retrieval. 
 

** Information retrieval ; User inter faces ; 

Modeling ; Retrieval evaluation ; Indexing ; 

Web retrieval 

 

MALTHUSIANISM 

                                                                   

33  From Malthus' stagnation to sustained 

growth: social, demographic and economic 

factors / edited by Bruno Chiarini and Paolo 

Malanima.-- New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2013.  v,184 p.                                

(Central issues in contemporary economic 

theory and policy).                                                  

ISBN : 978-0-230-39248-9.                                 

304.6 C43F Q3           46812    

 

 
 

Book Description: In recent years it has 

become apparent that the pattern of population 

growth is consistent with the predictions of the 

Malthusian model. Studies on the pre-industrial 

epoch in a wide range of countries show 

positive income elasticities of mortality and a 

strong positive correlation between real wages 

and marriage rates. Negative shocks to 

population, such as the Black Death, were 

reflected in higher real wages and faster 

population growth. Moreover, the prediction of 

the Malthusian model that differences in 

technology should be reflected in population 

density, but not in standards of living, is also 

borne out. However, the empirical implications 

of the Malthusian model are more complex 

than simply a tendency of real wage to revert to 

its long-run equilibrium level together with 

slow population growth. Many factors have 

impinged on the fertility and mortality rates. A 

most striking feature of the preindustrial epoch 

is the simultaneous effect of contradictory 

forces. This volume studies these forces 

pushing towards both growth and poverty, and 
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evaluates the utility of the Malthusian model as 

a tool for understanding demographic dynamics 

today. 

 

** Malthusianism ; Population ; Economic 

development ; Economics 

 

MONETARY POLICY 

                                                                   

34  Aubrey, Thomas                                              

Profiting from monetary policy: Investing 

through the business cycle / by Thomas 

Aubrey.-- New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2013.  xii,215 p.                              

ISBN : 978-1-137-28969-8.                                 

332.46 Au1P Q3           46804 

 

 
 

Book Description: The Financial Crisis has 

brought the pensions time bomb center stage 

due to a decade of low returns increasing 

unfunded pension liabilities and lowering 

future retirement incomes. This is because most 

investors have been unable to avoid the 

substantial volatility in asset prices and capital 

destruction that has accompanied the business 

cycle. Until investors reject the prevailing 

monetary policy consensus as an investment 

framework based on price stability and general 

equilibrium, pension schemes will continue to 

suffer poor returns due to periodic downturns. 

Alternative credit-based disequilibrium 

frameworks exist, originating with the work of 

Knut Wicksell that was subsequently developed 

by the joint winners of the 1974 Nobel Prize, 

Friedrich Hayek and Gunnar Myrdal. Credit-

based frameworks can measure the extent of 

disequilibrium in an economy signaling to 

investors when to switch from equities to bonds 

and vice versa, thus preserving capital as the 

business cycle shifts. Empirical analysis on 

multiple countries demonstrates that investment 

strategies that track the business cycle generate 

equity like returns with bond-like volatility. 

The provision of business cycle tracking funds 

will therefore at least go some way to defusing 

the shortfall in pension provision. 

Profiting from Monetary Policy is a highly 

innovative book that provides new insights on 

the business cycle and exposes the flaws in 

current monetary policy. It advocates a new, 

credit-based framework which can provide 

investors with the returns they need whilst 

eliminating the volatility that has plagued the 

industry in recent years, and will prove to be an 

invaluable guide for investors in today's post-

crisis landscape. 
 

** Monetary policy ; Investment ; Business 

cycle ; Neo-Wicksellian 

 

35  Lucas, Robert E.                                            

Collected papers on monetary theory / by 

Robert E. Lucas.-- Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 2013.  xxvii,538  

ISBN : 978-0-674-06687-8.                                 

332.46 L96C Q3           46801    

 

 
 

Book Description: Robert Lucas is one of the 

outstanding monetary theorists of the past 

hundred years. Along with Knut Wicksell, 

Irving Fisher, John Maynard Keynes, James 

Tobin, and Milton Friedman (his teacher), 

Lucas revolutionized our understanding of how 

money interacts with the real economy of 

production, consumption, and exchange. 

Lucas’s contributions are both methodological 

and substantive. Methodologically, he 

developed dynamic, stochastic, general 

equilibrium models to analyze economic 

javascript:;
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decision-makers operating through time in a 

complex, probabilistic environment. 

Substantively, he incorporated the quantity 

theory of money into these models and derived 

its implications for money growth, inflation, 

and interest rates in the long run. He also 

showed the different effects of anticipated and 

unanticipated changes in the stock of money on 

economic fluctuations, and helped to 

demonstrate that there was not a long-run trade-

off between unemployment and inflation (the 

Phillips curve) that policy-makers could 

exploit. 

The twenty-one papers collected in this volume 

fall primarily into three categories: core 

monetary theory and public finance, asset 

pricing, and the real effects of monetary 

instability. Published between 1972 and 2007, 

they will inspire students and researchers who 

want to study the work of a master of economic 

modeling and to advance economics as a pure 

and applied science. 
 

** Monetary policy ; Monetary theory ; 

Money ; Interest rates ; Inflation 

 

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 

                                                                   

36  Oil wealth in Central Africa: Policies for 

inclusive growth / edited by Bernardin Akitoby 

and Sharmini Coorey.--Washington: IMF, 

2012.  xxi,226 p.                        

ISBN : 978-1-61635-376-6.                                 

338.27282 Ak5O Q2           I1613     

 

 

Book Description: Despite its vast oil wealth, 

central Africa still struggles to sustain strong, 

inclusive economic growth or to generate 

sufficient employment opportunities, 

particularly for its fast-growing youth 

population. Drawing on new research, Oil 

Wealth in Central Africa lays out the 

macroeconomic and growth challenges facing 

the region; examines oil wealth management 

and its implications for poverty reduction; and 

includes four case studies that exemplify 

lessons learned. 

** Petroleum industry ; Petroleum industry 

and trade ; Natural resources ; Economic 

development ; Africa ; Economic policy ; 

IMFD                             

 

POLICY SCIENCES 

                                                                   

37  Corduneanu-Huci, Cristina                                   

Understanding policy change: How to apply 

political economy concepts in practice / by 

Cristina Corduneanu-Huci, Alexander 

Hamilton, Issel Masses Ferrer.--Washington: 

World Bank, 2013.  xv,359 p.                  

ISBN : 978-0-8213-9538-7.                                 

320.6 C81U Q3           46795 

 

 
 

Book Description: How does the social and 

political context in which decision-makers find 

themselves in affect their ability to realize their 

reform goals? How does this context facilitate 

or inhibit specific reform agendas and projects? 

How can we operationalize and evaluate these 

risks and opportunities in order to decide what 

reforms and projects are feasible given the 

circumstances? This book provides the reader 

with the full panoply of political economy tools 

and concepts necessary to understand, analyze, 

and integrate how political and social factors 

may influence the success or failure of their 

policy goals. Starting with the empirical puzzle 

of why corruption, rent seeking, and a lack of 

good governance emerge and persist in a host 

of countries and sectors the book reviews how 
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collective action problems and the role of 

institutions, as well as a host of ancillary 

political economy concepts can affect the 

feasibility of different projects. However, the 

book is not just a one stop shop of political 

economy concepts, but also provides practical 

advice on how to organize and use this 

information via the introduction of stakeholder 

mapping tools and the development of an 

actionable political economy toolkit. In other 

words researchers, graduate students, and 

policy practitioners interested in understanding, 

the what, the why and the how of policy reform 

will find this book an essential tool. 
 

** Policy sciences ; Economics ; Political 

economy ; Corruption ; Policy making 

 

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT 

                                                                   

38  Vithal, B.P.R.                                              

State in periodic crises Andhra Pradesh / by 

B.P.R.Vithal.-- New Delhi: Academic 

Foundation, 2012.  146 p.   

ISBN : 9788171888979.                                     

954.84 V33S Q2           46740    

 

 
 

Book Description: Agitations and political 

crises are not new to the Indian state of Andhra 

Pradesh: its very existence has been challenged 

by repeated confrontations. This book is a 

compilation of essays, speeches, and official 

notes from an individual who has been 

intimately associated with the state’s 

development, from its initial formation and its 

planning and development to the Telangana 

region’s separatist challenges first articulated in 

the late 1960s. Without taking sides on the 

question of Andhra Pradesh’s future, this 

account examines the basis of its persistent 

grievances and the social, political, economic, 

and emotional foundations of its statehood. 
 

** Politics and government ; Economic policy 

; Resource allocation ; Hyderabad ; 

Telengana-Appropriations and expenditures 

 

PRICES 

                                                                   

39  Commodity price volatility and inclusive 

growth in low-income countries / edited by 

Rabah Arezki and...[et al.].-- Washington: 

IMF, 2012.  xxiv,384 p.                    

ISBN : 978-1-61635-379-7.                                 

338.52 Ar3C Q2           I1611   

 

 

Book Description: In the years following the 

global financial crisis, many low-income 

countries experienced rapid recovery and 

strong economic growth. However, many are 

now facing enormous difficulties because of 

rapidly rising food and fuel prices, with the 

threat of millions of people being pushed into 

poverty around the globe. The risk of continued 

food price volatility is a systemic challenge, 

and a failure in one country has been shown to 

have a profound impact on entire regions. This 

volume addresses the challenges of commodity 

price volatility for low-income countries and 

explores some macroeconomic policy options 

for responding to commodity price shocks. The 

book then looks at inclusive growth policies to 

address inequality in commodity-exporting 

countries, particularly natural resource rich 

countries. Perspectives from the Middle East 

and North Africa, sub-Saharan Africa, 

emerging Asia, and Mexico are presented and, 

finally, the role of the international donor 

community is examined. This volume is a must 

read for policymakers everywhere, from those 

in advanced, donor countries to those in 
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countries with the poorest and most vulnerable 

populations.  

** Prices ; Economic development-

Developing countries ; IMFD 
 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

                                                                   

40  United Nations, Department of Economic 

and Social Affairs   

United Nations E-Government survey 2012: 

E-Government for the people / United 

Nations, Department of Economic and Social         

Affairs.-- New York: United Nations, 2012.  

xiii,142 p.   

ISBN : 978-92-1-123190-8.                                 

352.3802854678 Un3U Q2           46791    

 

 
 

Book Description: The United Nations E-

Government Survey 2012 finds that many have 

put in place e-government initiatives and 

information and communication technologies 

applications for the people to further enhance 

public sector efficiencies and streamline 

governance systems to support sustainable 

development. Among the e-government 

leaders, innovative technology solutions have 

gained special recognition as the means to 

revitalize lagging economic and social sectors. 

The overall conclusion that emerges from the 

2012 Survey in today’s recessionary world 

climate is that while it is important to continue 

with service delivery, governments must 

increasingly begin to rethink in terms of e 

government – and e-governance – placing 

greater emphasis on institutional linkages 

between and among the tiered government 

structures in a bid to create synergy for 

inclusive sustainable development. An 

important aspect of this approach is to widen 

the scope of e-government for a transformative 

role of the government towards cohesive, 

coordinated, and integrated processes and 

institutions through which such sustainable 

development takes place. 

 

** Public administration ; Internet in public 

administration ; Survey ; E-government ; E-

service usage 

 

PUBLIC POLICY 

                                                                   

41  Routledge handbook of public policy / 

edited by Eduardo Araral and...[et al.].-- 

London: Routledge, 2013.xviii,528 p.                            

(Routledge handbooks).                                    

ISBN : 978-0-415-78245-6.                                 

320.6 Ar1R Q3(R)           46800  

  

 

Book Description: This Handbook provides a 

comprehensive global survey of the policy 

process. Written by an outstanding line up of 

distinguished scholars and practitioners, the 

Handbook covers all aspects of the policy 

process including: 

 Theory – from rational choice to the 

new institutionalism 

 Frameworks – network theory, 

advocacy coalition and development 

models 

 Key stages in the process – 

Formulation, implementation and 

evaluation 

 Agenda setting and decision making 

 The roles of key actors and institutions 

This is an invaluable resource for all scholars, 

graduate students and practitioners in public 

policy and policy analysis. 

** Public policy ; Policy sciences ; Policy 

making ; Decision making 

http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/publications/connecting-governments-to-citizens.html
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42  Smith, Kevin B.                                             

Public policy theory primer / by Kevin B. 

Smith and Christopher W. Larimer.--ed. 2-- 

Boulder: Westview Press,2013.  ix,273 p.                                          

ISBN : 978-0-8133-4749-3.                                 

320.6 Sm4P Q3           46813 

 

\ 

 

Book Description: Public policy has 

developed into a broad and interdisciplinary 

area of study. Research in the field tends to 

reflect this wide-ranging nature, with scholarly 

activity focusing on policy process, policy 

design, program evaluation, specific policy 

issues, and research classified simply as “policy 

studies.” Yet for those teaching and studying in 

the field, the disjointed nature of the Field can 

be confusing and cumbersome. 

This text provides a reasoned and structured 

framework for the field of public policy. 

Authors Kevin B. Smith and Christopher W. 

Larimer not only discuss several major theories 

but also offer a consistent and coherent 

framework for uniting the field. This organized 

and comprehensive approach addresses core 

questions and concepts, major theoretical 

frameworks, primary methodological 

approaches, and key controversies and debates. 

In the second edition, the authors cover new 

approaches to typologies, behavioral economics 

and decision making, social media and social 

network analysis, updates on social 

construction theory, and many other new 

themes in each of the book’s ten chapters. The 

Public Policy Theory Primer is an 

indispensable text for the systematic study of 

public policy.  
 

** Public policy ; Policy making ; Policy 

process 

 

REFERENCE ANNUAL 

                                                                   

43  India, Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting             

India: A reference annual 2013 / India, 

Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.— 

New Delhi: Govt. of India, 2013.  1206 p.                                          

ISBN : 978-81-230-1836-2.                                 

915.4 In2I Q3           DS46731 

 

 
 

Book Description: India 2013, A Reference 

Annual, gives a comprehensive view of 

country's progress in the field of rural and 

urban development, industry and infrastructure, 

science and technology, art and culture, 

economy, health, defence, education and mass 

communication. It also incorporates sections on 

general knowledge, current affairs, sports and 

important events. Being a rich source of 

authentic and definitive data, it is compulsory 

read for students, researchers, and academics. 

 

** Reference annual 

 

TAXATION 

                                                                   

44  OECD model tax convention on income 

and on capital and key  tax features of 

member countries 2012 / edited by Andrei  

Cracea.-- Netherlands: IBFD, 2012.  874 p.                

(IBFD tax travel companions).                             

ISBN : 978-90-8722-149-2.                                 

336.24 C84O Q2           46762   

 

http://www.westviewpress.com/book.php?isbn=9780813347493
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Book Description: This book contains the 

official text of the OECD Model Tax 

Convention on Income and on Capital (2010 

condensed version), together with the relevant 

2012 updated country tax summaries and treaty 

charts. In addition, the book is supplemented 

with a current list and short description of 

previous OECD reports related to the Model 

Tax Convention. 

The country tax summaries provide a concise 

description of the current direct taxes levied in 

each OECD Member country, including taxes 

on corporate income, individual income and 

capital. Under each of these headings, the 

domestic situation is described followed by 

international aspects (both the situation of a 

resident taxpayer receiving income from abroad 

and that of a non-resident receiving income 

from the relevant country). 

The fully up-to-date charts provide a simple 

tool to quickly determine the corporate tax rates 

and domestic and treaty withholding tax rates 

on dividends, interest and royalties. 

With ease of use in mind, this book provides a 

complete and handy reference for all of those 

dealing with international taxation.  

 

** Taxation ; International taxation-OECD 

countries ; Income tax 

 

45  History of tax treaties: The relevance of 

the OECD documents for the interpretation of 

tax treaties / edited by Thomas Ecker and 

Gernot Ressler.-- Germany: Lindeverlag, 

2011.  734 p.                                             

(Series on international tax law Volume 69).              

ISBN : 978-3-7073-2011-4.                                 

341.75 Ec5H Q1           46529 

 

 
 

Book Description: This book provides an 

historical in-depth analysis for each provision 

in the OECD MC. It offers a refurbished 

presentation of the history and internal 

processes of the international organizations 

involved in the tax treaty models’ development. 

This historical analysis helps the reader 

understand the design and content of certain 

provisions, as well as their role in the system as 

a whole. As such, the value of an historical 

analysis goes far beyond mere understanding of 

the past: it also provides tools for 

interpretation. By using those tools, one can 

solve numerous current interpretation issues 

and gain new insights for future improvements 

of the OECD MC. 

 

** Taxation ; Taxation-Law and legislation ; 

Tax treaties ; Double taxation ; OECD 

countries    

 

46  Horizontal tax coordination / edited by 

Michael Lang and...[et al.].-- Netherlands: 

IBFD, 2012 .  xviii,356 p. 

ISBN : 978-90-8722-155-3.                                 

336.2 L25H Q2           46769 

 

 
 

Book Description: This book is the result of a 

research project entitled “Horizontal Tax 
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Coordination within the EU and within States” 

that was conducted by the Institute for Austrian 

and International Tax Law at WU (Vienna 

University of Economics and Business). The 

aim of this project was to examine the role 

court judgments have played in the framework 

of tax harmonization in federal states and how 

decisive this impact was. 

In this respect the participants took also a 

closer look at ECJ case law and how it may be 

compared to other jurisdictions where federal 

fiscal structures exist, such as the United States, 

Switzerland, Belgium, Spain, Austria, Russia, 

Mexico, Brazil, India and Australia. The 

judgments of the various courts were contrasted 

with each other in order to learn more about the 

impact on harmonization in the field of tax law. 

From these findings conclusions for the 

purpose of EU tax policy were drawn. 

 

** Taxation ; International taxation ; Tax 

coordination   

 

47  Tax treatment of interest for corporations / 

edited by Otto Marres and Denis Weber.- 

Netherlands: IBFD, 2012. xiv,246p 

ISBN : 978-90-8722-162-1.                                 

336.243 M34T Q2           46767   

 

 
 

Book Description: The tax treatment of 

interest for corporations continues to engage 

both tax academics and tax practitioners. In 

Tax Treatment of Interest for Corporations 

various aspects of this matter (interest 

deduction limitations, discriminatory treatment 

of equity versus debt, preferential tax regimes 

on group interest income and withholding tax 

on interest) are dealt with from different 

perspectives, including economics, tax policy, 

comparative law, and EU and international law. 

Prominent practitioners and academics give 

their views on the tax treatment of interest. 

Subjects discussed are: 

•The debt/equity distinction in corporate 

taxation from a legal and economic perspective 

•CBIT (comprehensive business income tax) 

versus ACE (allowance for corporate equity) 

•The concept of interest in tax treaties 

•The notional interest deduction (Belgium) 

•Thin capitalization in Brazil 

•Earnings stripping (Germany) 

•Interest deduction in Denmark 

•Withholding tax on interest within the EU: 

gross or net? 

•Thin cap rules from an EU perspective 

•EU State aid and the EU Code of Conduct 

combating harmful tax competition 

•ACTL conference report on tax treatment of 

interest for corporations 

Tax Treatment of Interest for Corporations is a 

unique combination of academic and practical 

discussions of economic and policy issues, 

domestic legislation, EU law and tax treaty law. 

 

** Taxation ; Corporate taxation ; Tax 

treaties 

 

48  Asia-Pacific tax and business 

fundamentals 2012/ edited by Mei-June Soo.-- 

Netherlands: IBFD, 2012.  vi,631 p.       

(IBFD tax travel companions).                             

Including country surveys, corporate tax rate 

tables, withholding tax rate tables.                              

ISBN : 978-90-8722-161-4.                                 

336.2095 So6A Q2           46763 

 

 
 

Book Description: The Asia-Pacific region 

provides unique opportunities and challenges 

for businesses and individuals operating in its 

diverse economies 
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Updated annually, this book provides an 

overview of direct and indirect taxes levied on 

corporate and individual income and on capital 

in 15 selected countries in the region, as well as 

information on various aspects of doing 

business in these countries. The book is an 

valuable reference tool for those businesses and 

individuals with an active interest in the Asia-

Pacific region. 

Up-to-date tables provide a simple tool to 

quickly determine corporate tax rates, and 

domestic and treaty withholding tax rates on 

dividends, interest and royalties. The 

information in the book is presented in a 

concise and standard layout which allows quick 

and easy comparisons between countries. 

The book, published in a convenient, pocket-

sized format, is just one of the titles in the 

IBFD Tax Travel Companions series. 

 

** Taxation ; Taxation-Asia pacific ; 

Investments-Taxation Asia pacific 

 

49  Willems, Rene                                               

Guide to tax rulings in Belgium / by Rene 

Willems.--Netherlands: IBFD, 2012. xxiv,378 p.          

ISBN : 978-90-8722-157-7.                                 

343.0409493 W66G Q2           46768 

 

 
 

Book Description: Belgium is a leading 

business center, due to its geographical location 

at the heart of Europe, its multicultural 

population and its history. Multinational 

corporations (MNCs), both foreign and home 

grown, constitute the engine of Belgium’s 

economy, making Belgium one of the most 

globalized countries in the world. With its large 

number of foreign investors, Belgium’s tax 

legislators are aware of the importance of 

upfront legal certainty and, for this reason, the 

legal framework for a general formal rulings 

system was introduced as from 2003. 

Guide to Tax Rulings in Belgium provides a 

unique insight into the Belgian tax structure 

and its world-class tax rulings system. The 

book begins with a high-level overview of the 

main tax issues that investors might face and a 

description of the Belgian tax rulings system. 

From a business perspective, the book sets out 

how tax rulings can support investors in 

establishing, operating or changing their 

business infrastructure in Belgium. The book 

gives numerous examples of successful cases 

and shows how tax rulings can proactively 

underpin investors’ specific solutions. 

Tax rulings are a very powerful risk 

management instrument, and Guide to Tax 

Rulings in Belgium demonstrates how a smart 

use of the Belgian rulings system can 

proactively support businesses. Tax advisers 

worldwide can benefit from the transparency of 

the robust Belgian rulings practice as a source 

of inspiration: e.g. in the field of transfer 

pricing, multiple rulings provide concrete cases 

of Belgian solutions to transfer pricing issues in 

line with the OECD Guidelines. 

The book is a valuable guide for MNCs already 

present in Belgium, foreign direct investors 

interested in having a presence and inbound 

investments in Belgium, tax advisers 

worldwide, and business people. 

 

** Taxation ; Tax planning ; Tax 

administration and procedure ; Taxation-Law 

and legislation ; Tax system ; Belgium 

 

TRADE 

                                                                   

50  Jensen, J. Bradford                                         

Global trade in services: Fear, facts, and 

offshoring / by J. Bradford Jensen.-- 

Washington: Peterson Institute   

for International Economics, 2011.  xix,245 p.            

ISBN : 978-0-88132-601-7.                                 

382.45000973 J45G Q1           46663    
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Book Description: How vulnerable are US 

workers to the effects of outsourcing? Are 

Americans going to lose jobs in areas like 

financial services, telecommunications, 

software development and engineering to low-

salary countries like India and China? In a 

compelling new book J. Bradford Jensen 

demonstrates that the answer is no. He argues 

that the United States should embrace trade in 

services and aggressively pursue liberalization 

in the service sector. In fact, the United States 

and the world have much to gain and little to 

lose if trade in services is liberalized. Using the 

most current information on the services sector, 

Jensen shows that even though service sector 

jobs pay high wages, these jobs are not likely to 

be lost to lower-wage workers in other 

countries. Indeed, precisely because high-wage 

service sector jobs require highly skilled 

workers, the U.S. is likely to retain these jobs. 

Fear and Offshoring: The Facts on Global 

Services Outsourcing investigates the poorly 

understood phenomenon of services 

outsourcing and develops a comprehensive 

picture of its size, scope, and impact. 

 

** Trade ; Service industries ; Service 

industries-United states ; International trade 

 

TRANSFER PRICING 

                                                                   

51  Transfer pricing and intra-group 

financing: The entangled worlds of financial 

markets and transfer pricing / edited 

by Anuschka Bakker and Marc M. Levey.-- 

Netherlands: IBFD, 2012.  xxxiv,558 p.                                    

ISBN : 978-90-8722-152-2.                                 

338.88 B17T Q2           46766              

 

 
 

Book Description: Transfer Pricing and Intra-

Group Financing is a practical guide that 

addresses the transfer pricing issues related to 

intra-group financing transactions. Currently, 

tax authorities and transfer pricing 

professionals are focusing on these transactions 

– and the application of the arm’s length 

principle. This growing attention is largely 

dictated by two factors: (i) the relative 

importance that financial transactions have in 

multinational groups and the significant 

amounts involved; and (ii) the increased 

awareness of tax authorities (and taxpayers 

alike) who, having for many years primarily 

dealt with transfer pricing issues related to 

goods and services, are now being confronted 

with the complexity of the pricing of these 

financial transactions. The so-called “credit 

crunch”, which began in late 2007 and in mid-

2008 exploded on the financial services 

industry and the global economy, has also 

heavily influenced this field of application of 

the arm’s length principle. The impact of the 

financial markets on this area of transfer 

pricing continues today. 

The book starts with an introductory chapter 

covering the financial markets, treasury 

functions, economic theory underlying 

financial transactions and the OECD 

framework regarding financial instruments. 

Country chapters detail not only the transfer 

pricing consequences of financial instruments 

(e.g. profit participating loans, guarantee fees, 

cash pooling, factoring, leasing) but also 

present ideas on how a transfer pricing policy 

could be constructed for these transactions. The 

increased likelihood of tax disputes resulting 

from intercompany financing arrangements 

reinforces taxpayers’ need to revisit existing 

arrangements and implement policies and 
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procedures that are in line with the new market 

circumstances and the varying approaches to 

this issue. Tools to address, substantiate and 

price intercompany financial transactions are 

provided throughout the book. Furthermore, 

practical anecdotes, diagrams and tables are 

intertwined into the analysis to give the reader 

some working knowledge of transfer pricing 

issues related to intra-group financing. 

This book is an invaluable resource for tax 

practitioners, tax lawyers, tax managers, tax 

directors of corporations, treasurers and tax 

authorities, in all facets of transfer pricing and 

intra-group financing. 

 

** Transfer pricing ; Taxation-Law and 

legislation ; International business 

enterprises-Taxation    

 

52  OECD transfer pricing guidelines for 

multinational enterprises and tax 

administrations and transfer pricing features 

of selected countries 2012 / edited by Kamlesh 

Susarla and Antoine Glaize.-- Netherlands: 

IBFD, 2012.    

(IBFD tax travel companions).                             

ISBN : 978-90-8722-151-5.                                 

338.88 Su8O Q2           46764   

 

 
 

Book Description: This book, in addition to 

containing the OECD’s Transfer Pricing 

Guidelines, provides an excellent overview of 

transfer pricing rules and regulations in 36 

countries and is a handy guide for those 

actively working in the field of transfer pricing. 

The increase in global trade and foreign direct 

investment has seen a large rise in companies 

operating across national borders. The growth 

of these multinational companies (MNCs) has 

been closely followed by the issue of inter-

company transfer prices being used to reduce 

taxable profits. Today, transfer pricing is one of 

the most important issues facing MNCs as they 

attempt to fairly distribute their profits amongst 

each company in the group while dealing with 

tax authorities who are implementing transfer 

pricing regulations and strengthening 

enforcement in order to prevent a loss of 

revenue. The result of this is that transfer 

pricing controversies have become a major tax 

issue for companies. 
 

** Transfer pricing ; Multinational firms ; 

Tax administration                                            

 

VALUE ADDED TAX 

                                                                   

53  EU vat compass 2012/2013 / edited by 

Walter van der Corput & Fabiola 

Annacondia.-- Netherlands: IBFD,  

2012.  vi,682  

(IBFD tax travel companions).                             

ISBN : 978-90-8722-146-1.                                 

336.2712094 V28E Q2           46765   

 

 
 

Book Description: Encompassing the most 

important features of the European Union's 

VAT system, the EU VAT Compass 2012/2013 

is an essential source of reference for all those 

actively working or interested in VAT. The 

book consists of three parts, each comprising a 

vital element of the EU VAT system. 

Part One presents the consolidated text of the 

current EU VAT Directive (No. 2006/112), as 

most recently amended by Directive 2010/88; it 

also contains the texts of several other 

Directives in the field of VAT. All future 

amendments to be made to the basic VAT 

Directive under Directives 2008/8 and 2010/45, 

and the text of Implementing Regulation 

282/2011 are included.  
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For the interpretation of the EU VAT 

legislation, the case law of the Court of Justice 

of the European Union (ECJ) is an 

indispensable element. Part Two provides an 

overview of both the operative parts of the 

more than 500 ECJ judgments in VAT cases 

and the pending cases that are expected to lead 

to judgments in the course of 2012 and 2013.  

The book concludes with an overview of the 

options laid down by the VAT Directive that 

have been taken up by the individual Member 

States. This comprehensive analysis covers all 

27 Member States. 

 

** Value added tax ; Europe 

 

YEARBOOK 

                                                                   

54  Manorama yearbook 2013 (with CD).-- 

New Delhi: Malayala Manorama, 2013.  

1038 p.                                  

910.09 M16M Q2(R)           DS46730                       

 

 

Book Description: Manorama year book, the 

largest selling general knowledge update in the 

country, with a history of success of nearly half 

a century. It is India's best General Knowledge 

update covering almost everything, in 

competitive examinations and a teacher and 

researcher can use effectively in his pursuit of 

knowledge. It is undoubtedly the most popular 

reference book in India and the World, dealing 

with topics ranging from science, educations 

and history of sports, literature and 

entertainment and many more. English Year 

book this year has 1040 pages encompassing 

sections as world, India, Science, Information 

technology, General Knowledge, Sports, 

Current affairs and culture. The yearbook 

presents a fabulous world of statistics and new 

information. 

 

** Yearbook   
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